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How to present your own case
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Graham Fletcher is a divorce coach with the unique perspective of having seen how family courts work in hundred of cases
in person . Graham coaches people who want to achieve a positive post divorce outcome without paying high legal fees.
Graham went through his own divorce in 2012 as a litigant in person and achieved a shared parenting arrangement and
positive financial settlement. Graham has helped hundreds of parents to achieve positive outcomes in family courts as a
McKenzie Friend (someone who supports people to present their own case in court). Ideally Graham's clients will find him
early on in the process and benefit from his knowledge of how family courts work so as to inform their divorce strategy.
Should matters take the family court route then Graham is able to accompany clients through their family court journey as
their McKenzie Friend. Graham is the author of "Eyes Wide Open: How to present your own case in family courts against
lawyers". A self-help guidebook that helps readers to understand how family courts work, how they may emotionally react
to the process and outlines ten key moments that may lead them to a positive outcome. Graham was recently featured on
BBC Radio Oxford as their "ox-pert" (expert in Oxford) . Graham has an active Youtube channel explaining how family
courts work and is am passionate about helping parents work towards a conflict-free future

